4 Essentials for Secure Hospital Account Provisioning

Clearances and access rights of employees remain points of vulnerability for the security of any healthcare organization. Here are four ways that CareTech Solutions can help:

1. **Creation**: setting up and maintaining role-based models for job descriptions. Duties and access rights are broken down and formalized in templates by job description, not by individual person. New hires are then given standardized rights based on their title.

2. **Modification**: adding or subtracting specific duties and access rights according to changing or specialized demands of a particular role. Such rights would not be part of the job description template and would be added or removed on a case-by-case basis.

3. **Termination**: removing the access rights when an employee is terminated. Due to the availability of the CareTech provisioning team 24/7, a former hospital employee’s account can be closed within an hour and all access rights canceled.

4. **Auditing**: providing full documentation of account termination. The provisioning team helps the hospital prepare for its security audit by putting everything through a ticketing system that is itself fully auditable and can provide third-party auditors with complete details as to the timeliness of termination.

By streamlining and automating the whole process, CareTech Solutions’ Account Provisioning Service takes over the routine burden of transitioning employees in and out, while maintaining hospital security.